NEGOTIATION MOJO

To be a good negotiator you must be defiant,
know what you want, assert your position,
ask, question, challenge, validate, and get what you want.
- Stefan Arnio -

UNCOVER YOUR
NEGOTIATION POWER MOVE

Posture and body language speak volumes. Getting
into your best "state" or "wavelength" can be quickly
and easily achieved through practicing a power
move. Youtube football players getting a touchdown and watch them do their moves of
celebration. Look at the joy they embody when they
"win" - likewise tennis players all have signature
moves they display after winning a point or a match
- check out Raphael Nadal, Jo-Wilfred Tsonga, or
Roger Federer to see different power moves when
winning a match. Now instead of waiting until AFTER
the negotiations, get into a great state quickly by
using your power moves BEFORE sitting down to a
negotiation. You can also light a candle, or use
talismanic objects that give you power (I love
wearing my horse necklace my partner gave me as
it reminds me of the power of horses). Putting
your body into a known power move will
automatically shift your mind to victory and give you
confidence for a smoother and better negotiations.

5 DO'S FOR A MASTERFUL
NEGOTIATION

1. Do have a mentor or coach who is skilled in the
art of negotiation and make sure to run your plan
for negotiating by them. Invest in books on
negotiating or take masterclasses on negotiating. It
is a life-long art.
2. Prepare prepare prepare! Make sure to collect all
the information, do your due diligence and create a
solid plan of action fortified by a victory mindset
and a great attitude.
3. Use a friendly professional approach but know
your must-haves and bottom-lines and top 5 takeaways that are essential to you.
4. Listen listen listen - listen to the other party and
keep asking "why is that" or "I'm curious about that,
please tell me more." Ask great questions and then
be quiet.
5. Keep an open mind - consider all options and
remember to be creative and receptive to
opportunities for imaginative options that were not
originally considered. Flow and be flexible without
giving away your must-haves.

5 DON'TS FOR A MASTERFUL
NEGOTIATION

1.Don't underestimate anyone in the negotiation
process. Always play full out and never go in
unprepared or unready to play hard to win.
2. Don't gloat after negotiations or if you feel you
have "won." Remain classy, restrained and
professional and don't openly celebrate in front of
those you are negotiating with.
3. Don't have an all-or-nothing attitude. Strive to
find ways where everyone can feel like they have
won. Don't be a bullly or so firm that you break the
deal and lose out on opportunities.
4. Don't lose your cool. Have a cut off word that you
can use to remind yourself to pause - like "OK OK
OK" and don't be shy about asking for a time out if
needed.
5. Don't interrupt people or forget to listen to what
is being said behind the words. Make sure to
read between the lines and if possible keep asking
questions.

30 SECOND TUNE UP FOR
YOUR MOJO

It is so critical to have a good energy flow, state of
mind, focus and calm demeanour during
negotiations - so get your "Yah yahs out" BEFORE
sitting down to negotiate in person or over the
phone. This is where it is so important to have
a pre-negotiation ritual that involves getting into
your best "state." One great way to do this is to
have a massive anthem or favourite tune that
totally puts you into a great mood and state of
mind. Youtube is great because you can dance
along with your favourite star and song. Think of
your youth and summertime and great memories
created from an amazing song. Put it on headphones and dance and move and shake out your
nervousness while listening to this anthem or song.
Take 1-2 minutes to lie down after and do some
deep breathing and visualize a successful, calm,
peaceful and win-win negotiation. The joy and spirit
you create will flood through the negotiation and
keep you in great energy.

CULTIVATE SELF-AWARENESS

What Negotiation Element Are You? Use this guide
(loosely and lightly) to pin-point your patterns and
find investment partners who complement you.
Fire - You come on strong and fast, but can lose
steam through the middle of longer and drawn-out
negotiations. You can be quick to anger but also
quick to forgive. You tend to spark conversations
and don't mind starting off and leading the
negotiating. Best paired with an Air sign to keep the
fire going.
Air - You can easily flow along with the ups and
downs of negotiations but sometimes can be put
off balance by unforeseen aspects or from those
that are too strong in their arguments. You tend to
lean towards fairness and consider the other side's
points well. Best paired with a Fire sign to make
sure your air doesn't cool.

CULTIVATE SELF-AWARENESS

Earth - You are in it for the long haul. Down to
earth and grounded, you tend to anchor the
negotiations and also can bring people back to
reality with your empathy and humanizing
approach. You can sometimes get stuck on points
and need some fluidity and flexibility to help you
shift and move without giving away the farm. Best
paired with a Water element negotiator.
Water - You are able to move along with all other
energies but sometimes can take on the element of
those you are negotiating with. Make sure to
ground yourself and stick to the key points. You
are able to stay the course over long negotiations
because you constantly chip away with the drip drip
drip of your fluidity and energy. Best paired with an
Earth element negotiator.
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